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onolayer graphene exhibits
unique electrical properties, such
as the half-integer quantum Hall
effect and quantized electrical conductance, due to confinement of its charge carriers in a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice.1 The exotic properties of monolayer
graphene, however, are not always beneficial for the realization of graphene devices
or interconnects, and in many cases, fewlayer graphenes (FLGs) have more favorable
properties for practical applications. (We define FLG as stacks of a few graphitic layers
of sp2-bonded carbon atoms with properties different from graphite.) For example,
transverse electric fields in bilayer2 and fewlayer3 graphene can open band gaps up to
⬃0.2 eV, which is crucial for the operation of
field-effect transistors. In addition, FLG provides a better transparent conductive electrode due to the lower sheet resistance,4
and is less susceptible to the effects of substrate impurities due to interlayer screening.5 Thus, knowledge of how electrical,6,7
thermal,8,9 and mechanical10 properties
evolve from monolayer graphene to graphite will facilitate the development of
graphene devices.
Until now, studies of FLG have been relatively limited, partly due to lack of a convenient and reliable method to count the
number of layers n. For n ⬍ 4, the number
of graphene layers is typically determined
from the relative intensity,11 shape,12,13 and
position14 of the G and 2D peaks of the Raman spectra. These prior Raman-based approaches are especially effective in identifying monolayer graphene12 but counting of
n ⬎ 4 from an analysis of the G and 2D
peaks of graphene remains elusive. The
number of graphene layers can also be determined from phase contrast microscopy,15
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Reliably Counting Atomic Planes of FewLayer Graphene (n > 4)

ABSTRACT We demonstrate a reliable technique for counting atomic planes (n) of few-layer graphene (FLG)

on SiO2/Si substrates by Raman spectroscopy. Our approach is based on measuring the ratio of the integrated
intensity of the G graphene peak and the optical phonon peak of Si, I(G)/I(Si), and is particularly useful in the
range n > 4 where few methods exist. We compare our results with atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements
and Fresnel equation calculations. Then, we apply our method to unambiguously identify n of FLG devices on
SiO2 and find that the mobility ( ⬇ 2000 cm2 Vⴚ1 sⴚ1) is independent of layer thickness for n > 4. Our findings
suggest that electrical transport in gated FLG devices is dominated by carriers near the FLG/SiO2 interface and is
thus limited by the environment, even for n > 4.
KEYWORDS: few-layer graphene · number of graphene layers · Raman
spectroscopy · graphene thickness · absorbance of monolayer graphene · field-effect
mobility of carriers · electrostatic interlayer screening

or from contrast in the intensity of Rayleighscattered light collected using a confocal
microscope and a spectrometer.16,17 The
contrast, however, depends on the specifications of the optical elements used in the
measurements (e.g., the numerical aperture
of the objective lens16) and the uniformity
of background scattered light. Finally, the
number of graphene layers can be determined by atomic force microscopy14 (AFM)
and transmission electron microscopy12
(TEM), but these approaches are often timeconsuming and can be affected by experimental artifacts or surface contamination.18
In this paper, we describe a convenient
approach based on Raman spectroscopy to
count the number of layers n of graphene
on SiO2/Si substrates, up to n ⫽ 10. We find
that the ratios of integrated intensity of
the G peak and the first-order optical
phonon peak of Si, I(G)/I(Si), are discrete
and can be used to count the number of
graphene layers. The ratio I(G)/I(Si) increases
monotonically and discretely with n due to
enhanced absorption and Raman scattering
of light by thicker graphenes. We validate
our approach by measuring the thickness of
selected graphenes using AFM. We then
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Figure 1. Raman spectra of graphenes on 104 nm SiO2 on Si substrate. (a) Raman spectra of a monolayer (n ⴝ 1) and a 10-layer (n ⴝ 10)
graphene. Raman spectrum of the monolayer graphene is up-shifted by 1.0 ⴛ 106 counts Wⴚ1 sⴚ1 for clarity. The four most intense peaks
are first-order (Si) and second-order (2Si) optical phonon peaks of the silicon substrate, and G peak and 2D peak of graphene. (b) Evolution of intensity and shape of the G and 2D peaks of graphene with the number of layers n. For clarity, multiples of 2.5 ⴛ 105 counts
Wⴚ1 sⴚ1 and 1.0 ⴛ 105 counts Wⴚ1 sⴚ1 are added to the spectra of G and 2D peaks, respectively. (c) Example Raman spectra at three different locations on a graphene flake partially coated with an Au/Ti metal pad. Raman measurements were performed on uncovered regions next to the metal pad. The integrated intensity of G-peak and Si peak (not shown) varies by less than 15% and 1%, respectively, as
the integrated intensity of D peaks (indicative of defect level) varies by an order of magnitude.

measure the field-effect mobility of FLGs using patterned four-probe devices, and find  ⬇ 2000 cm2 V⫺1
s⫺1 for 4 ⱕ n ⱕ 10, relatively independent of layer
thickness.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There are four pronounced peaks in the Raman
spectra19 of graphene on SiO2/Si (see Figure 1a). The
first two peaks at ⬃520 cm⫺1 and ⬃960 cm⫺1 (labeled
as “Si” and “2Si”) are due to first- and second-order Raman scattering by optical phonons of the Si substrate.
The third peak at ⬃1590 cm⫺1 (the G peak) is due to
first-order Raman scattering by doubly degenerate inplane vibration modes (iTO and LO) at the Brillouin zone
center of graphene; while the last peak at ⬃2740 cm⫺1
(the 2D peak) is due to second-order Raman scattering
by in-plane transverse optical phonons (iTO) near the
boundary of the Brillouin zone of graphene. As shown
in Figure 1a, the intensity of the Si peak and the G peak
clearly changes with the number of graphene layers. Although the shape11⫺13 and position14 of the G and 2D
peaks also evolves as n increases, see Figure 1b, accurate determination of n for n ⬎ 4 from the shape and
position of the G and 2D peaks is difficult.

An additional Raman peak at ⬃1350 cm⫺1 (called
the D band) appears in graphenes with defects, see Figure 1c. Since the D peak is due to defect-mediated Raman scattering by iTO phonons near the Brillouin zone
boundary,19 the intensity of the D peak is often used as
an indicator of the defect density in graphene. The intensity of other peaks could also depend on the defect
density in graphene and could therefore limit the usefulness of our counting approach. To study the role of
defects on the integrated intensity of the G and Si
peaks, we examined monolayer graphene near deposited Au(100 nm)/Ti(2 nm) films; such regions display a
significant D peak for reasons that are not known to us.
We find that the integrated intensities of the G and Si
peaks are relatively insensitive to that of the D peak and
thus the defect density in the graphene, see Figure 1c.
We measured the Raman spectra of more than 100
graphene flakes and plot the ratios of integrated intensity of the G and the Si peaks, I(G)/I(Si), in Figure 2. We
find that the I(G)/I(Si) ratios for graphenes on 104 nm
SiO2 are fairly discrete for n ⫽ 1⫺10 and could be
readily used to determine the number of layers of
graphene. The ratios of I(G)/I(Si) for graphenes on 280
nm SiO2, however, are less discrete, especially when n ⬎

Figure 2. Ratios of the integrated intensity of the G peak, I(G), and the first-order optical phonon peak of silicon, I(Si), for
graphene flakes deposited on (a) 104 nm SiO2 and (b) 280 nm SiO2 on Si. The graphene flakes are numbered in ascending I(G)/
I(Si) order. The dashed lines are the average of the I(G)/I(Si) ratios for the given assigned number of layers n.
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Figure 3. Determination of the thickness of selected graphene flakes by atomic force microscopy (AFM): (a) an AFM image of a fourlayer graphene; (b) height profile along the dashed line in panel a. The thickness of graphenes is determined from the average of the
step heights at the edges of the graphenes. (c) The thickness measured by AFM of selected graphene flakes. The dashed line is a fit to
the thickness measurements.

5. We believe that this apparently continuous nature
of I(G)/I(Si) is not due to a weak dependence of I(G)/
I(Si) on n for graphenes on 280 nm SiO2, but rather it is
because weak color contrast of graphenes on 280 nm
SiO2 during inspection by optical microscopy made regions of homogeneous thickness difficult to identify for
the Raman measurements.
In principle, the ratios of the integrated intensity of
the 2D and Si peaks, I(2D)/I(Si), could also be discrete,
and thus could be used to count n in the same manner as we use I(G)/I(Si). We find, however, that the ratios of I(2D)/I(Si) are nearly continuous (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information). We attribute this difference in the behavior of I(G)/I(Si) and I(2D)/I(Si) to the
fact that the intensity of the 2D peak depends more
strongly on carrier density20 and less strongly on the
number of graphitic layers11 than the intensity of the G
peak. Since the carrier density in each individual
graphene flake is affected by impurities in and on the
graphene flake, I(2D)/I(Si) ratios are not a reliable metric for the number of graphene layers.
We validate n derived from I(G)/I(Si) by measuring
the thickness of selected graphene flakes on 104 nm
SiO2 by AFM in a tapping mode, see Figure 3. We determine the thickness from the average step heights at

the graphene edges and plot the thickness of graphene
flakes as a function of n assigned from the ratios of I(G)/
I(Si) in Figure 3c. The measurements are fit well by a
straight line with a slope of ⬃0.37 nm per graphene
layer, corresponding to the thickness of individual
atomic planes in graphite.
We plot the average values of the I(G)/I(Si) ratios as
a function of assigned number of graphene layers n in
Figure 4a. This data can then be used as a calibration to
determine n. We find that I(G)/I(Si) is approximately proportional to n for 1 ⱕ n ⱕ 10, due to an increase of
the integrated intensity of the G peak and a decrease
of the integrated intensity of the Si peak (see Figure 4b).
Since both I(G) and I(Si) are proportional to the power
of the incident laser and the efficiency of the collection
optics, ratios of I(G)/I(Si) are independent of most experimental parameters and can be used as a reliable
method to count n.
In Figure 4, we compare our measurements I(G)/
I(Si) to calculations based on the Fresnel equations.21⫺23
Details of these calculations are described in the Supporting Information. In the calculations, we assume a
four-layered structure consisting of air, graphene, SiO2,
and Si and calculate the transmittances of incident light
Ti and of Raman-scattered light TR. To calculate TR, we

Figure 4. (a) Average values of I(G)/I(Si) of graphenes on 104 nm (blue solid circles) and 280 nm (red open circles) SiO2 on Si from
Figure 2 are plotted as a function of assigned number of layers n of graphene. Solid lines are calculations based on Fresnel equations. (b) Integrated intensity of the first order optical phonon peak of Si (triangles) and the G peak of graphene (circles), normalized by integrated intensity of the G peak of graphite, I(graphite), as a function of assigned n. Solid symbols are measurements of
graphenes on 104 nm SiO2 on Si, while open symbols are measurements of graphenes on 280 nm SiO2 on Si. The solid lines are, from
the top to the bottom, calculations of I(Si)/I(graphite) for graphenes on 104 nm and 280 nm SiO2 on Si, and calculations of I(G)/
I(graphite) for graphenes on 104 nm and 280 nm SiO2 on Si, respectively. To fit the calculations of I(Si)/I(graphite) to measurements, we assume the ratio of the cross-section for Raman scattering is 1.8 times larger in graphene (or graphite) than in Si. (c) Comparison of calculations of I(G)/I(Si) (solid line) to calculations of the absorbance, A, (dashed line) of monolayer graphene on SiO2
on Si for i ⴝ 488 nm, as a function of normalized SiO2 thickness. The solid circles are Raman measurements using i ⴝ 488 nm.
www.acsnano.org
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the expression  ⫽ (1/Cox)(dGS/dVGD),
where Cox ⫽ 3.3 ⫻ 10⫺4 F m⫺2 is the
oxide capacitance of the 104 nm thick
SiO2 layer. This expression of mobility
is only applied to the linear portion of
the GS⫺VGD curves as shown by the
red lines in Figure 5b, because the
mobility changes rapidly with carrier
density near the Dirac point.26 We emphasize that our measurements are
averages of mobility for charge carriers unevenly distributed between the
various layers in the graphene
samples; the average mobility is
weighted toward the mobility of carriers close to the FLG/SiO2 interface,
Figure 5. (a) Optical microscope images of the 4-point setup for mobility measurements of graphene flakes with n ⴝ 4 (left) and n ⴝ 9 (right). The dimensions even for n ⬎ 4. This is because the
(width ⴛ length) of the three FLGs are 4.3 ⴛ 15.2 m2, 4.1 ⴛ 9.5 m2, and
electrostatic potential applied by the
13.4 ⴛ 8.3 m2 for n ⴝ 4, 5, and 9, respectively. (b) Sheet conductance of three
gate, along with the short screening
FLGs as a function of gate voltage. The field-effect mobility of FLGs is derived
from the slope (red lines) of the sheet conductance measurements. (c) The field- length5,27 of ⬃4 layers, confines the ineffect mobility of FLGs (solid circles) measured by 4-point setups shown in
duced carriers within a few atomic laypanel a. Measurements by Chen et al. (open diamond, ref 28), Dorgan et al.
(open circle, ref 26), Craciun et al. (open squares, ref 6), and Nagashio et al. (open ers close to the FLG/SiO2 interface, in
triangles, ref 7) are included for comparison. (The measurements for n ⴝ 1 by
a manner similar to the inversion layer
Craciun and Dorgan overlap in the plot.) The error bars indicate the variation of of a MOSFET.
mobility measurements for different graphene samples reported by the same
We compare the average mobility
authors and do not represent the full uncertainty of the measurements. Slight
variability between the studies is introduced by the approach chosen, that is,
with measurements by Chen et al.,28
Hall mobility (Craciun6), effective mobility (Nagashio,7 Dorgan,26 and Chen28),
Dorgan et al.,26 Craciun et al.,6 and Naand field-effect mobility (this work).
gashio et al.7 (see Figure 5c). Overall,
assume that Raman-scattered light is random in direcwe find that the mobility of our supported FLG samples
tion but is sufficiently monochromatic that reflections
is ⬃2000 cm2 V⫺1 s⫺1 and only weakly depends on n
from interfaces must be treated coherently. We argue
for 4 ⱕ n ⱕ 10. The weak dependence on n is consisthat the integrated intensity of the G peak and the Si
tent with our assertion that transport is heavily
peak are proportional to Ti, TR, and the cross-section per weighted toward carriers close to the FLG/SiO2 interunit thickness  for Raman scattering by the G-band in face due to gating and interlayer screening. Our value
graphene and the LO phonon of Si, respectively. We as- for the mobility is an order of magnitude smaller than in
sume graphene ⫽ graphite and derive graphite ⫽ 1.8Si by
graphite,29 suggesting that the mobility of carriers in
fitting the calculations to measurements of I(Si)/
FLG on SiO2 could be limited by the environment, such
I(Graphite) (see Figure 4b). Our calculations agree with
as charged impurities30 and remote interfacial
our measurements of I(G)/I(Si) (see Figure 4a).
phonons26,28 in SiO2, even when n ⫽ 10. The number
We plot in Figure 4c our calculations of the ratios of of charge impurities electrostatically affecting the
I(G)/I(Si) of monolayer graphene on SiO2/Si, and the ab- graphene device can be estimated from the position
sorbance A of incident light by the monolayer
of the Dirac voltage V0 ⫽ 10⫺45 V in Figure 5b, that is,
graphene, as a function of normalized SiO2 thickness.
an impurity density CoxV0/q ⬇ 2 ⫻ 1012 to 9 ⫻ 1012 cm⫺2.
We find that I(G)/I(Si) and A are correlated, suggesting
The positive sign of V0 indicates p-type doping. One
that the observed increase in I(G)/I(Si) with n is mostly
possible source of the unintentional doping is the addue to enhanced absorption24,25 of light by thicker
sorption of water vapor,31,32 either from water on the
graphene.
substrate, or through adsorption on the FLG surface.
Finally, as a demonstration of the utility of our approach, we fabricated three field-effect transistors
CONCLUSION
(FETs) from FLGs on 104 nm SiO2 on Si, and measured
In conclusion, we described a convenient approach
their field-effect mobility, see Figure 5a and Methods for for counting the number of layers n of graphenes based
details. We use the Si substrate as the back-gate elecon the ratios of the integrated intensity of the G-band
trode and monitor the voltage drop across the two inRaman peak of graphene and Raman peak of the Si subner electrodes under a fixed current bias of I ⫽ 5 A. We strate. This new approach is accurate over the range 1
plot the 4-probe sheet conductance (GS) as a function
⬍ n ⬍ 10 and could enable significant advances in reof back-gate voltage (VGD) in Figure 5b. The field-effect
search of few-layer graphene. We validate our results
mobility is then derived from the slope of the plot using using AFM measurements and find good agreement
VOL. 5 ▪ NO. 1 ▪ KOH ET AL.
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ing a strong role of interlayer screening. Our approach
should also be compatible for easily counting the number of layers in graphene suspended on a trench or supported on any substrates with Raman-active vibrational modes, for example, PMMA or SiC.33

METHODS
We deposited graphene on 104 and 280 nm of SiO2 on highly
doped Si by mechanical exfoliation31 of natural graphite using
adhesive tape. We located samples using an optical microscope
and annealed them at 400 °C for 35 min in Ar/H2 mixture gas to
remove adhesive tape residues from the substrate.34 We measured spectra of the graphene flakes with a custom-built Raman
spectrometer using a laser excitation wavelength of 488 nm
and ⬃1 mW laser power. We use a single 20⫻ objective lens
with NA ⫽ 0.4 to focus the laser beam and to collect Ramanscattered light in all polarization directions. The Raman spectra
are measured using a grating with 1200 g/mm blazed at 500 nm
and a solid-state-cooled CCD detector. The full-width-halfmaximum spectral resolution of our Raman setup is ⬃6 cm⫺1.
To fabricate field-effect transistors based on the few-layer
graphenes, we patterned four Au (40 nm)/Ti (2 nm) metal electrodes on each graphene by electron-beam lithography,
electron-beam evaporation, and lift-off, as shown in Figure 5a.
We used the highly degenerated Si substrate as a back-gate electrode. For the electrical measurements, we used the Keithley
4200 semiconductor characterization system. We monitored the
voltage drop across the two inner electrodes under a fixed current bias of I ⫽ 5 A through the outer two electrodes as the
back-gate voltage is tuned from ⫺40 to 40 V. All electrical measurements were performed at room temperature in a vacuum of
⬃10⫺5 Torr.
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